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NOTATIONS 
(1) @: I2 + S c M, an immersion of the square I2 c R2 in a manifold 
M. 
(2) A an L-valued connection l-form, F= &I + A A A, the L-valued 
curvature 2-form. 
(3) P, parallel transport along g = {g(s), a <s < b}. P(c) parallel 
transport around a loop CJ. 
14) A*(f) = 4o(t)N~(r)), C= (o(s),a<s,<6} a path. 
(5) F(x) = P,‘F(x) P,, g the right-angle path from a fixed base 
point to x (see Fig. 3). 
(6) P*(u,u)=~(~(u,u))(u,B), a= aqau, p=acyau. 
(7) LS,A*=H(A,a). 
(8) L~~,~*=H(&S). 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let M be a smooth manifold, I’ the closed unit square in the U--U plane, 
I”c U, U an open set, and @(u, v): U -+ M a smooth function. The image 
of I’ under such a function @ is said to be a surface S and its boundary 
ZS is defined to be the image under @ of the boundary of I’. Stokes’ 
theorem for surfaces says that 
(1) 
for any smooth l-form defined in an open region containing S, where dA 
is the exterior derivative of A. The orientation of S is that of the parameters 
(u, v) and that of the boundary the induced orientation so that (1) holds 
without minus signs. 
It is the purpose of this paper to show that a version of (1) holds in the 
case that A is a Lie algebra valued l-form. Such forms are called connec- 
tion forms, although they need not arise as the connection form of a 
Riemann manifold. The exterior derivative of a Lie algebra valued l-form 
A is denoted dA. where 
LiA=dA+A A A (2) 
so that dA = dA if A is real valued. The Lie algebra valued 2-form dA is 
called the curvature form of the connection A. The version of (1) we prove 
is that 
where Pp ‘(JA) P is an example of a twisted (Lie algebra valued) 2-form, 
and where L j is a new kind of integral. The point denoted by (x) is a point 
on the boundary as, the base point, which for convenience has been chosen 
to be cP(0, 0) in the rest of the paper. This integral was defined in [ 1 ] 
where an explicit formula for its calculation was given for the case that the 
integral is over an interval. It is easy to extend the notion of L integral to 
l-forms along curves. In this paper we consider this extension, as well as 
the more difficult extension to twisted 2-forms on surfaces. After proving 
(3), applications are given which yield various extensions of the 
Gauss-Bonnet theorem. 
Two papers should be mentioned in connection with our results. They 
are the papers of L. Gross [6] and of L. Schlesinger [7]. Gross [6], while 
treating certain problems in quantum field theory, obtained a result which 
may be shown to be equivalent to Schlesinger’s theorem [7], which is 
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discussed later. We note that our results are formulated in a Lie algebra 
context where their results are formulated in the context of the corre- 
sponding Lie group. The algebra approach appears to us to be more 
natural. Stokes’ theorem, for example, is a result which can most naturally 
be stated in the algebra. 
For simplicity we have assumed that the algebra is a finite dimensional 
matrix algebra, an assumption also made in [ 1,6, 71. It is our intention to 
consider these problems in a more general context at a later date. Note that 
Gross uses the term lasso form instead of twisted form. The term twisted 
form seems to us to more accurately describe the nature of the forms in 
question. 
2. PRINCIPAL DEFINITIONS 
Let G c GL(m, R) be a finite dimensional matrix Lie group, L its Lie 
algebra, and exp: L + G the standard exponential map. This map is a dif- 
feomorphism of a neighbourhood of 0 EL onto a neighbourhood of ZE G. 
We assume that L has a norm 1.1, and that M is the positive number, 
which can be shown to exist, with the property that 1 [X, Y]l d A4 1x1 1 YI. 
The symbol [X, Y] is called the commutator of X and Y and is defined by 
[X, Y] = XY - YX. The linear operator ad,(Y) is defined by 
add Y) = [X Yl. 
Let M = M” be an m-dimensional smooth manifold where m < co. We 
consider, for simplicity, the tangent vector bundle T,M with the standard 
projection mapping rr: T,M + M, i.e., 
where x E M, 5 E T,M, and T,M is the tangent space of M at x (Fig. 1). 
The results hold more generally for arbitrary vector bundles with essen- 
tially unchanged proofs. See, e.g., [3] for the usual definitions. 
Consider in M” a smooth l-form with values in the Lie algebra L. If 
(x’, i = 1, . . . . m} are regular coordinates in a neighbourhood of a point 
x E M, then the l-form may be represented as 
A = c A,(x) dx”, 
where the coefficients A, EL are real (or complex) m x m matrices. As our 
theorems are local theorems we shall not have occasion to consider coor- 
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FIGURE 1 
dinate transformations. The behaviour of Lie algebra valued forms under 
coordinate transformations is discussed, e.g., in [3]. 
In the remaining part of the paper we fix a coordinate system 
(xi, i= 1, . ..) m} and the closure U of a ball in its coordinate 
neighbourhood, and represent the group G and the algebra L as matrices 
with respect to the standard basis (8/8x’, i= 1, . . . . m}. 
DEFINITION 1. The L-exterior derivative dA is defined as 
dA=dA+Ar\A 
SO that if dA = C, <B F,,(x) d.x” A d..u”, then 
(5) 
(6) 
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where [A,, Ag] is the commutator of A c( and A, in L, as is shown in 
[3,4]. The L-exterior derivative of the negative of A is also called the 
curuature form of the connection A. To simplify notation we sometimes 
denote it by F, so that d( -A) = F. 
DEFINITION 2. The covariant derivative is defined ,as usual, so that if r 
is a covariant vector field, then its covariant derivative (relative to A) is 
w=g+*,:, 
and if B is a Lie algebra valued field, then 
v,B=g+ [A,, B]. (7)’ 
DEFINITION 3. If C= Cor<B C,,(x) dx, A dxa is a differential two-form 
with values in L, then we define 
I&= 1 (V,C,,+V,C,,+V,C,,)dx” A dxp A dxy, 
U<D<Y 
(8) 
and call &Z the covuriunt differential of the two-form C. 
Remark. It is well-known that d*,4 = 0. This identity is called the 
Biunchi identity. 
Consider a vector field 5 = (<I, . . . . 5”) in M”. The value A(x)(r) is 
computed in the following way: 
I m  \ 
&)(5)=40=( 1 AA”) (5) 
\n=l / 
= f 4 dx”(5) = f A,(x) t”(x), 
Ci=l Or=1 
(9) 
and A(x)(<) EL. Consider next two vector fields 5 and q on Mm. The value 
of the curvature form d( -A) = F is computed as 
F(x)(L vl) = c Fap dx” A dxs (t, v) 
=<P > 
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and F(x)(<, V)E L. The components {<“r$ &?rlaj are the components of 
the (real valued) 2-vector t A r]. 
Let {q(t), a < t <b) be a piecewise smooth and compact path in M”, 
where xr = q(u) and x2 = q(b). We consider the important notion of parallel 
transport (with respect to the connection A) of a vector to at x, along the 
curve q(t), a < t < b. The result is defined to be the vector field r(t), 
a < t d b, defined along the curve, which satisfies 
with c(O) = to. 
Written in local coordinates, Eq. (11) takes the form 
&” “’ m nt+ 1 c (A,);ci’t”=O, 
fi=l j=l 
(11) 
(12) 
where (Ai); is the matrix corresponding to A,. In the case of the tangent 
bundle, the coefficients A& are usually denoted r,> and called the 
Christoffel symbols. A frame (5,,0, . . . . [,,0) is said to be parallel transported 
along the curve if the frame field (<i(t), . . . . t,(t)), 0 < t 6 b, satisfies 
(tl(o), . ..T L(O) = (51.0~ “‘1 t,,O), and each frame element satisfies (11): 
(13) 
We call the expression on C,“= 1 A,q’ the action of the connection A in the 
direction of the vector 4. ’ 
DEFINITION 4. Let f be a frame at xi and h = (h(t), a,< t 6 b} a 
piecewise smooth path from x, to x2. Define the operator P,, by Ph f = 
P(h)(f) to be the operator which maps frames fat x1 = h(a) to the parallel 
transport off along h to x2 = h(b) (Fig. 1). 
DEFINITION 5. Let A be a connection and F an arbitrary L valued 
two-form. Define 
Rx,, x2, h) = P,‘(F(xz)(cl, 8)) P,. (14) 
In words, P parallel transports a frame at x, to X? along h, there allows 
F(x,)(cl, 8) to act on it, and then parallel transports it back to x, by 
tracing the path of h backwards. The vectors c(, /?E T,,M. We call F a 
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twisted two-form, and it may be seen that FE L by identifying the tangent 
spaces T,, and T,, 
3. PARALLEL TRANSPORT SMALL Loops AND THE 
CURVATURE FORM 
Let S be a surface, i.e., the image of I* under @, where CB is a smooth 
map. Let a,, B,E T,M be two vectors in the span of (&B/au) Is and 
(M/&) IJ, where @(u,, uO)=x~Mm. Let yE= {y,,,,O< t6 1) be the image 
of the small rectangle in Z* of side E with initial corner at (u,, u,,) with sides 
in the direction of the pull-back of CI, and p,, respectively. Define P(y,) to 
be parallel transport in M around the loop yE which starts at x initially in 
direction a, (see Fig. 2). The following theorem is well-known (see, e.g. 
C3941). 
THEOREM 1. 
lim 4 (P(y,) - 4 = Jlx)(a., 6,). 6-O& (15) 
Theorem 1 may be rewritten in a way which is more convenient for 
applications: 
P(y,) = I+ E*F(x)(a,, P,) + E*R(X, E, a,, P,). (16) 
FIGURE 2 
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In this formula the matrix P(y,) E G, the matrix c’F(x)(a,, p,) E L, and R 
is a smooth function of its variables such that 
lim I&:(x, e, x,, p,)I = 0 (17) 
E’O 
and this limit may be shown to be uniform with respect to JE U and 
1~1.~1 6 Q, IL1 < Q for any Q > 0, where 
lal = {x ,afl2}“*. 
Another convenient way of writing (16) is 
P(1?,)=e E”-~-r)‘T~.p~) + &*K(x, tz, x.,, j?,), (17’) 
where K also satisfies ( 17) uniformly. The matrix K, like E, need not belong 
to either G or L. Recall that the matrices of L are assumed to have a,norm. 
This is the norm used in Eq. (17). 
4. TWISTING ~-FORMS WITH RESPECT TO A SURFACE 
Let @ induce an immersion of I2 in M” as described in the Introduction. 
Let (u, ~1) be the ordinary Euclidean coordinates of I*, so that they may be 
regarded as the parameters of the surface S c M” which is the image under 
@ of Z2. The boundary &I$ is defined as the image under @ of the boundary 
of I*. Define g,(t), 0 < t < 1 to be the piecewise smooth arc in S which is 
the image under @ of the following path in I’. Starting from (0,O) move 
FIGURE 3 
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FIGURE 4 
in a straight line with constant speed to (0, u) and then with the same 
constant speed to (u, u), where x = @(u, u) (Fig. 3). 
DEFINITION 6. Given a Lie algebra valued 2-form F(x) we define F, the 
twisted Z-form with respect to S and base point x1 = @(O, 0) by the formula 
Note that P acts on frames at @(O, 0) and is defined for pairs of vectors CI, 
B in TIM, as is F. We have chosen g, in a certain fixed manner and there 
is some arbitrariness in this particular choice. 
S 
snake-parametrization 
FIGURE 5 
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l”i, ui) 
FIGURE 6 
a; 
Subdivide I2 into rectangles by taking the product of a division of I into 
intervals with another division of I into intervals. It is not necessary to take 
the lengths of all the intervals equal to (l/n), but we shall do so in order 
to simplify the calculations. The idea in the more general case is the same. 
‘Let 17 be the image on S of the small square rt on I’ (see Fig. 4). 
Enumerate the small squares and denote them 7ci, 1~ i < n2, as shown in 
Fig. 5. We call this enumeration the snake enumeration. Denote the 
parameters (ui, ui) E I2 which correspond to the lower left corner of the ith 
square under the snake enumeration. We call the pairs of parameter values 
(ui, vi), 1 < i < n2, the discrete snake parameterization of the surface S. At 
each vertex x, = (ui, u,) consider the two tangent vectors LX,, /?, which are 
S 
FIGURE I 
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tangent to the two sides of the image Z7, of the small square rc,. The vectors 
CI,, /3, are the velocity vectors of the parameter curves on S, evaluated at 
(ui, u,) (Fig. 6). Consider a square rci and its vertex (ui, vi). Denote 
~(xj)(ai, pi) by Fy, and the counterclockwise parallel transport around the 
boundary &r, by Pi = P(&ci). Then we have 
p =r+‘F.*+IR 
n2 ’ n2 ’ 
from (17) and (17’), where Ri = (xi, (l/n), C(~, pi); Ki = (xi, (l/n), ai, pi), 
so that we have lKil + 0, lKij + 0, /Fil G K, and cli = (a@/au)(ui, II,), 
pi = (aqau)(+ TV;). 
We sometimes denote @(t, uO) = p(t) and @(u,, t) = q(t) when the values 
u0 and u0 are clear from the context. Thus we also write a, = p(ui, II,), /Ii = 
Q(ui, 0,). For each point x, consider the path shown in Fig. 7. We move 
along the image of the path in I2 from (0,O) to the point (0, u,), then to 
the point (ui, ui) via straight lines. Denote the @ image of this path by g;. 
Then (see Fig. 8) we consider the path aZZi = dic,bia,, writing the composi- 
tion of paths from right to left, so that 817; = yi (Fig. 9). This path induces 
a parallel transport which is denoted by Pi, i.e., Pi= P(y,). Finally, con- 
sider the image of the path from (uj, u,) to the point (0,O) given by g,‘. 
The path gL: ‘yi gi is a loop with starting and ending points x = @(O, 0). We 
then have that Pi = P( g;‘yi gj) = P( g,)) ’ P, P( g,), where Pi is parallel 
transport around the loop g,ryigi. The description of Pi is valid for all 
p(gi)-' 
FIGURE 8 
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rows, but the drawing of the path is somewhat different for even as 
opposed to add numbered rows. For even numbered rows see Figs. 7-9 
with the rectangle n, in an up position. For odd numbered rows, see 
Figure 11 for row number one, for example, with the rectangle it, in a down 
position. In the grasshopper enumeration to be discussed later, the rec- 
tangles rcci are in a down position for all rows. If Eqs. (18) are transformed 
by applying the adjoint transformation P(gi))l (*) P(gi) we obtain 
P,=P(g,)-‘P,P(gi)=l+~ii*+l~, 
n2 
=e(‘/“2)i‘,* +$n,, 1 didn’, (19) 
FIGURE 10 
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where pi* = P(g,))’ Fi*P(gi) is the value of the twisted curvature form (see 
Definition 5, Section 2) at x= @(O, 0) evaluated at x2 =xi, TV;, /Ii with 
respect to the path g;. In Eq. (19) we also have that 
lk;l + 0, lk,l 4 0 
uniformly. Recall that cri = (13@/8u)(u~, vi) pi = (13@/8v)(u~, ui). 
The small squares may also be enumerated using the grasshopper 
enumeration, see Fig. 10. All results are valid for both enumerations. 
DEFINITION 7. Let F be the curvature form and F be the twisted cur- 
vature form (see Definition 6). Define 
P*(x) = F(x)(a, fl) 
5. PARALLEL TRANSPORT AROUND LARGE LOOPS 
Consider the piecewise smooth curve (T = dS which is the image of the 
boundary of Z2, and denote by P(a) parallel transport around that loop in 
a counterclockwise direction (see Fig. 11). 
LEMMA 1. Let P,=P(g,)-’ P,P(g,). Then 
P(a) = P, . . . P, . P, (20) 
Proof: Follows at once from Fig. 12 as those parts of paths which are 
geometrically the same have the opposite orientation when the terms on 
the right are factored into terms of the form g,~‘(d,c,b,a,) gi. 
FIGURE 11 
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2n I- n+l --- ----- ----__------__ - 1 n t 
FIGURE 12 
THEOREM 2. Consider S with boundary curve a, and the snake 
parameterization of S. Then 
(4 
exists, where H(S) E G, and H(S) = P(c) where P(a) is parallel transport 
along a (Fig. 13) 
(b) 
*to, 0) 
FIGURE 13 
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exists, where H,(S) E G, and 
P(o)=H(S)=H,(S) 
(c) the element P(a) = H(S) = H,(S) can be represented as the limit 
and all series and products converge uniformly. 
Remark. Statements (a) and (b) are valid for arbitrary finite-dimen- 
sional Lie groups, but (c) only makes sense in the case of matrix valued 
groups as we must multiply elements of the algebra as matrices. Statement 
(c) is used in Theorem 3. All other results are meaningful for arbitrary 
finite-dimensional Lie groups. 
Proof of Theorem 2. We first prove (b) starting from Lemma 
(19). We have 
1 and 
P(+F,*...F, =(I+!$+$) . ..(I+!$+$). 
Let A, = F*/n*, B, = k,/n*, and recall that lim,, 13 Ri= 0 uniformly. We 
then have 
P(o)=Z+ ; (Ai+Bi)+ 5 C (A,,+Bi,)(Ai*+Biz) 
i= 1 il = 1 I < i* -c il 
I? 
+ C C 1 (Ail+B,,)(Ai,+Bi*)(Ai,+Bi,) 
*,=I l<il-crj l<q-ciz 
+ ... +(An?+B,z)...(A,+B,). 
A typical element of the sum may be written 
+ (C; identical sum with one A replaced by one B) 
+ (C; identical sums with two A’s replaced by two B’s) + . . . 
+ (CL identical sum with all A’s replaced by all B’s). 
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Let M,=C...CAi,...Ai,. Then 
To see that C Na i,, il, , i,+, 1 = C,“, note that C,” is the number of ways 
of choosing r distinct integers from N, and each such choice may be put in 
increasing order in just one way. Formula (21) shows that 
and each term is bounded by the term of an absolutely convergent series. 
Next, note that for c( > 0 
i CjaJ=m + 
r.(r- 1) 
2! 
a’+ . 
/=I 
<rra 1 +m+$+ ...] 
1 
= r&e”. 
This implies that if we let N, = S - 44, then 
Ii G IMrI i C:bWdl’ 
j= I 
< (M,I ro( l/n) era”“*) 
< Cke 
0(1/n) r 
’ o( l/n). 
(r-l)! 
It therefore follows that 
and thus that lim,, ~ C,?=, IN,1 = 0. This is sufficient to prove part (b) 
since for each r, lim, _ ,x, M, exists (and equals an integral, see Theorem 3). 
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More exactly, we have shown that P(o)= H,(S)e G. Next, to prove (a), 
write Eq. (19), 
so that 
It follows as in the proof of part (b) that 
.2 
lim n e (l/n*)F; = H,(S) 
rf-+~ ,=, 
and as H,(S) = p(a), part (a) is proved. Part (c) follows from the 
preceding calculations, and the theorem is proved. 
THEOREM 3. 
p(a) = H,(S) = H(S) = I+ ljs p* ds 
Proof. The proof follows from the proof of Theorem 2. It is shown there 
that 
P(a)= lim g 
n-m r=, ( 
c A, . ..A& 
n* > iI > ix > > i, 3 1 > 
) (20’) 
where the terms are bounded by the terms of an absolutely convergent 
series. Also (see Fig. 10) 
lim c Ai,...Ai, 
’ + m  n* 2 il > i* > > i, 2 1 
and the theorem is proved. 
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LEMMA 2. Let P = (0 = a, < a, < . . . < a, = 1) be a partition of the unit 
interval, and let Ai = (ai- a,_ ,). Then 
(22) 
ProoJ: Consider I’, the r-dimensional unit cube in Euclidean space R’, 
and thesimplexS=(13t,bt,P,> . ..at.30).Each term 
may be regarded as the volume of the r-rectangle 
{aj,~t,>a,~,,a,,~,3t,_1>a,~,~, ,... .ai,>t,>aj,-l}, 
and this rectangle is contained in the simplex S. Also, if (n 2 i, > ’ .. > 
i, 2 1) # (n > i: > ... > i,’ 3 l), then it follows easily that the corresponding 
r-rectangles are disjoint. As the r-volume of S is (l/r!), this proves the 
lemma. 
THEOREM 4. Let A(t), 0 < t 6 1, be a bounded and Riemann integrable G 
valued matrix function, and let P = (0 = a, < a, < . . . < a,, = I} be a parti- 
tion of the unit interval. Then the limit 
lim (I+A,A,)~~~(Z+A,A,)=l7(Z+A(t))dt 
A+0 
(23) 
exists, where Ai = ai - ai,, . In addition 
II(I+A(t))dt=Z+j’ A(t,)dt, +j’ ju2A(tz)A(t,)dt, dtz+ . . . . (24) 
0 0 0 
and the series is absolutely convergent. 
Proof: The product may be written 
it, (z+A,A,)=I+ c 1 Ai;..Ai, A,...A,, 
r=l nai,, >r,>, 
and by Lemma 2, 
c IA,...A,,I A,;..Ai,<(K)‘/r!. 
nZr,> >ial 
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In addition, 
lim c Ai;.. Ai, di;..d,, 
n+s n>r,> z-i!>1 
5 5 . . A(t,)...A(t,)dt;..dt, 
I>(,> ... >1,21 
and Theorem 4 is proved. Expansion (29) is known as Peano’s expansion. 
THEOREM 5. Under the same assumptions as in Theorem 4, 
lim CAnAn.. . eAlAl 
A-O 
(25) 
exists, and equals Z7(I+ A(t)) dt. 
Proof That the limit exists is proved in [2]; see also [l]. Once the 
limits in (23) and (25) have been shown to exist, it is sufficient to prove 
equality for the partitions d = l/n. For this case, a proof similar to the 
proof of Theorem 2 is sufficient, and thus Theorem 5 is proved. 
THEOREM 6 (Schlesinger). If P(a) is parallel transport around the 
boundary 8s of S (the image of the boundary of I2 under the immersion @), 
then 
P(a)=17 I+ j+(s, t)ds)dt. 
( 0 
Proof: It follows from Theorem 4 that the integral on the right exists 
for arbitrary partitions as d + 0. We show that it equals P(a) by considering 
partitions with di = (l/n). 
We now change from the discrete snake enumeration to the grasshopper 
enumeration (see Fig. 10) for clarity although strictly speaking it is 
unnecessary. As noted earlier, all previous results are valid with this 
enumeration also, and so in particular Lemma 1. We reorder the indices 
i,, r=l , . . . . n2, by row and column (see Fig. 14a) so that (i, j) is the index 
of the small square in the ith row andjth column. We may then write 
where P r(k, is parallel transport from the origin to the start of the kth row, 
counterclockwise around that row and back along the left side to the origin 
(see Fig. 14b). It follows from Theorem 2 that 
i’ r(k) = 
> 
(l/n) + o( l/n2), (a) 
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FIGURE 14 
and using the same arguments as in the proof of Theorem 2, we obtain that 
P(a)=ZZ Z+jl F*(s, t)ds 
( 
df 
0 > 
_ L 1; (1: R.S.C) ‘f.Sl dr 
where we have assumed that the boundary is traced as the parameter 
ranges from 0 to 4. This concludes the proof of Theorem 6. 
Remark. Using the L integral of [l], it may be shown that 
(l/rr) + o( l/n’) (b) 
which implies 
6. STOKES' THEOREM FOR CONNECTION AND CURVATURE FORMS: 
THE MAIN THEOREM 
Let Z2 be a square of side CI and let Qj: I2 + M be the immersion. Let S 
be the image of 1’ and BS be the image of the boundary of I*. Let o(t), 
0 < t <4a, be the image of the boundary of I’ traced at unit speed, for 
example, in a counter-clockwise direction with base (0, 0), i.e., starting and 
ending at the origin. Consider the connection l-form A and the loop (T and 
construct A*(t), a Lie algebra valued function of I, by setting 
A*(t) =A(a(t))(cqt)). (26) 
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It is clear that A*(t), 0 6 t < 4a, may be regarded as a curve in the Lie 
algebra. We have that 
A(o(t))($t)) = f Ai( $, 
j= 1 
where a(t) = (x’(t), . . . . x”(t)) E M” and A,(o(t)) E L, that is, A,i(a(t)) are 
matrices in L. 
Suppose that for each t E [a, b], K(t) EL, where L is a fixed matrix Lie 
algebra. Suppose also that 
s b [K(t)1 dt < co a 
and that K(t), t E [a, b] is Riemann integrable in the sense that each entry 
of the matrix function is Riemann integrable. 
DEFINITION 8. We define the H-series of (K(t), t E [a, 61 
by 
H(K L-4 bl) = f H,(K Cc blh 
?I=0 
where the H, are defined inductively by 
(as above) 
+ 1 k, L-H,,, . ..> CHmzo, Tn-,l...l 
P>l m,>O 
2p c I m,+ ,.. +nQ,=r 
where k2,(2p)! are Bernoulli’s numbers, 
and, for k > 1, 
H,=T,= bK(t)dt, 
s 0 
c---, [K(t, )T K(t2)1, ...j K(fk + I )I dfk + , 
or equivalently, 
T,= 
s s 
. . . 
[..., [K(t,), K(f2)lr . . . . K(fk+l)l dtk,, 
bat]> z=rk+,aa 
. . dt2 dt,. 
dtz dt,, 
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DEFINITION 9. If the H-series of K(r), t E [a, h], converges to a matrix 
HE L. then we write 
LjhK(t,dt=H 
0 
and say that the L-integral of K over [a, h] erists und equals H. 
We now apply Theorem 5 of [l] to K = -A * and obtain 
STATEMENT 1. Let a(t), 0 6 t d 4a, be the boundary curve of S, and 
suppose that 
i 
4’ IA*(t)1 dt < 6, 
0 
6>0 from Theorem 5 of [l]. Then the H-series of {-A*(t), O<t<4crJ 
converges, and writing this sum as L f: -A*(t) dt we have that 
Remark. The condition that j: IA*(t)/ dt <6 is satisfied either if the 
surface has a sufficiently small boundary, in which case IA*1 can be large, 
or if I A*1 is small and the surface is large. The norm IL si” -A*(t) dtl was 
computed in [ 11, where it was shown that (Corollary 4 of Theorem 6) 
-A*(t) dt <(l/M) h(=oL 
where z. = MS: IA*(t)l,dt and h is the solution of a certain differential 
equation. 
DEFINITION 10. If 
I a IA*(t)1 dt<6 and ‘I ’ ’ IF*(u,v)l dudv<6, where 6>0, 0 0 0 
is the number given in statement 1, then we say that the surface S is regular 
with respect to the connection and curvature forms. 
THEOREM 7. Let A be a connection l-form and F = -(dA + A A A) its 
curvature form. Let S be a surface and dS its boundary (immersion of I2 and 
the boundary of I2 under the immersion). Let F* be the twisted curvature 
form with base at the image of the origin, and P, counterclockwise parallel 
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transport around the boundaries &!? from the image of the origin back to the 
image of the origin. Then 
(a) P(v) = ZZ(Z-A*(t)) dt 
(b) n(Z-A*(t))dt=Z-j’A*(t,)dt, 
0 
+ j; s:’ A*(t2) A*(t,) dt, dt, - ... 
= a similar expansion as in part (b) but with 
- A*(t,) replaced by joz F*(s, vk) ds. 
Proof of Theorem 7. Theorem 7 is just a rewriting of Theorems 2, 3, 
and 6. 
DEFINITION Il. Let G(t), 0 d t < cq be defined by 
G(t) = ia P*(u, t) du, 
0 
where F* is given in Definition 7. We define the H-series of P*(u, v), 
(u, v) E Z’(a), as the H-series (Def. 8) of {G(t), 0 < t < a), and if this series 
converges we denote it by 
L a 
IS 
’ F*( u, v) du dv. 
0 0 
THEOREM 8 (Main Theorem). Zf S is regular with respect to the connec- 
tions and curvature forms, then the H-series of A* and P* converge and 
and there exists E > 0 such that if 
-,4*(t) dt <e and 
I J’j 
L * ‘P*(u, v)dudv <:E (28) 
0 0 
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then 
L 
s 
4z -A*(,)dr=LI’S’F*(u,li)dud~. 
0 0 0 
(29) 
Remark. The E > 0 of Theorem 8 is called the injective radius of the 
algebra L. In the case of classical compact Lie groups E = rr (see [4,5]). It 
follows from standard results in differential geometry that both Theorems 7 
and 8 are invariant under coordinate changes. The integrals 
Lj?’ -A*(r) dt and L F*(u, v) du dv 
0 
which exist if 
do not depend on the parameterization. 
Furthermore, the integrals L si j; F*(u, u) du du and L j: -A*(r) dt are 
invariant under surface deformations which leave the boundary fixed. 
Note also that the operation of twisting is meaningful for arbitrary 
k-forms B with respect to the connection form A, and thus in particular for 
B= A. None of the integrals involving A requires that A be twisted, 
however. 
COROLLARY 1. 
L -A*(t)dt=j4’ -A*(t,) dr, 
1, =o 
+ ~j~~:o[A*(r,i,j,~=oA*(i,id~,]dr,- ... 
Lj’j’F*(u,v)dudv=jj./*dS+;jj [~*(zw~), 
0 0 s 
(30) 
F*(u,, ul) du, dv, du, dv, + ... 
> 1 
(31) 
and the series converge, provided that 
s 
4sr IA*(t)1 dt<S, 
0 
j’j’ IF*@, v)l dudu<6 
0 0 
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FIGURE 15 
and also that 
-A*(t)d+. IL~~~~F’(u,u)dadul<r, 
where a is the length of the sides of I’(a). 
Remark. The second term of (30) can be written in the form 
ijo CA*(tz), jc+,,j A*([,) dt,l dt,, where for ar2( t i ) see Fig. 15a. The 
second term of (31) can be written in the, form $fJs [F*(u,, u2) jss,,, 
F*(u,, u,) du, du,] da2 du2, where the surface S, is represented in Fig. 15b. 
This surface is that part of the surface S which is formed by all points x, 
where the second coordinate is no more than u. The formulas can thus be 
written in the form 
or: 
j 
0 
-,*+;jJ,*,Jb,A*]- ... =ffsp*+~J‘?fs*,[Q*,ffsi;*]+ ..‘. (33) 
Formula (33) is the most compact expression of the corollary. 
Remarks. To prove Theorem 8, it is necessary to prove convergence in 
the group. After this step one proves convergence in the algebra, and finally 
the uniqueness of the exponential sufficiently close to the unit to get the 
final result. In the case of a compact Lie group with the standard invariant 
Riemann metric, for example W(3) or U(n), the injective radius E is x, as 
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mentioned earlier. It is in fact possible to prove the result for a larger set. 
This set is the union of the rotations about zero of a certain parallelepiped 
in the Cartan subalgebra of L. 
Note also that we may consider figures in the plane, for example, disks, 
whose interiors are diffeomorphic to I’. 
Proof of Theorem 8. We outline two proofs of Theorem 8. Consider the 
discrete snake parameterization and the limit 
According to Theorem 3 of [ 11, the infinite series which represents B,,? 
converges uniformly and each term of the series converges to the corre- 
sponding integral. More precisely, 
% 
B,,z = 1 Hi’, 
k=l 
where the series converges uniformly in n. It follows from the recursion 
formulas (28) and (29) of [l] that, for example, 
so that 
and more complicated but similar arguments yield the rest of the proof of 
Theorem 8. 
An alternative approach is to apply Theorem 5 to 
G(t) = Jo’ F*(u, I) du 
and this together with part (a) of Theorem 7 also yields a proof of 
Theorem 8. 
7. CONNECTIONS WITH THE CLASSICAL CASE 
We first want to explore the connection between the usual form of 
Stokes’ theorem and its form for connection and curvature forms. The 
following is a simple corollary of Theorem 8. 
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COROLLARY 2. Under the assumptions of Theorem 8, if G is com- 
mutative, then formula (40), 
becomes 
j0 A*= jjsdA* 
as all commutators in the algebra are zero, so that in particular 
F= -dA+A A A= -dA and P= g-lFg= F. 
To see a deeper connection, consider the connection l-form A and 
multiply it by a real or a complex scalar p to obtain another l-form PA. 
Its curvature 2-form F(pA) is easily seen to be 
F(pA) = -p dA + p2A A A. 
For p sufficiently small, IpA* ‘4~ < 6 and IP*(pA)I a2 < 6 and so the 
conditions of Theorem 8 are satisfied and thus 
L 
s 
4a 
0 
-(PA)* (t) dt = L j: j; (2)* (u, u) du dv, 
or what is the same thing 
(34) 
LEMMA 3. For n > 1, 
H,( -PA *, a) = $H,( -A, a). 
Proof: It follows from the remarks in the introduction of Section 2 of 
[l] that 
and the lemma follows from this as 
H,(pA*, a) = lim c,“. 
N-cc 
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We next examine the right hand side of (42). Since 
F(jLA)= -pdA+p2A A A, 
it follows that 
&A ) = p 2A + $Azi, 
where the tilde signifies the twisting operation with respect to the right 
angle path defined earlier. In general, d? # d2 but AZ = A’ A 2. To see 
this, recall that 
and since 
(A A A),~,B, (J3 = CA,(X), A,(X)1 
P-‘[X, Y]P= [P-‘XP, P-‘YP] 
it follows that AT = A’ A 2. We have therefore shown that 
where 
and 
d7i = P,;,; dA P,,, 
A” = Pi; AP,,,4 
We may also write that 
&A) = P,,’ FW 1 P,,, . 
Either (35) or (36) implies that 
(35) 
(36) 
Kz(&A 1) = f ~(4 dA ) pk, 
k=l 
(37) 
where uk does not depend on p, and where P,, is parallel transport along 
the right angle path used in the twisting operation with respect to the 
connection PA. Substituting (37) in (34) and collecting like powers of p 
on the right, we obtain 
2 $‘H,(A, a) = f p”D,(A, dA, S) 
n=l n=l 
and as both sides converge for sufficiently small p, we have 
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THEOREM 9. For n>l 
H,(A, CT) = D,(A, dA, S). (38) 
We next find explicit expressions for the first few D,. We have from (32) 
that 
where F*= P-‘F*P, P= P,, and g= g, is the path shown on Fig. 3, 
namely, the path which is the right angle path required by the twisting 
operation. Consider the transformation A + PA. Then A* + PA* and 
F* -+ f’$&,) F*(-PA) L&x) 
= P:;,(g,)(-p dA* +p2A* A A*) PpJgr). 
From Theorem 5 of [l] it follows that 
P,(g,)=exp(Hl(-4 g,)+H2(--4 g,)+ ...I. 
This implies that 
P~,,(g,)=exp(H,(-~A, g,)+H2(-M, g,)+ ...I 
=expW,(-4 g,)+p2HA--A, g,)+ -.-) (by Lemma 3) 
= Z+ (pH, +pL2H2 + . ..)+ $H, +p2H, + ...)’ 
+ . . . (using the usual expansion for the exponential) 
= Z+ (pH, + p2(H, + $H:) + . ..). 
This implies that 
P::,(g.J F*(-PA) P-,,k,) 
=(I-pH,-p’(H,-$H;)+ . ..)(-pdA*+p’A* A A*) 
x (Z+pH1 +p2(H,+ ;H;)+ . ..) 
=(-,udA*+p2A* A A*-p2H, dA*+ . ..) 
x (Z+pH, +p2(H2 + fH;)+ . ..) 
= -pdA*+p’(A* A A*+[-dA*, H,])+p3(...)+ A.._ 
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Finally, 
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pj 
0 
-A*+gJA*;jc,A*]- ..’ 
= 
i‘i‘ 
j-pdA*+$(A* A A*+ [-dA*, H,(g,)])+ . ..) 
s 
+; 
J 1 
s -pdA*+&-)+ -., jj,, -pdA* 
+pZ(...)+ . . . 1 + . . . . 
and so 
P -A*+~~~~~~[A*,~~,A~]+ ... 
=11 [Is -dA*+p2[l*{ A* A A* + [ -dA*, H,(g,)] 
+; [ -dA*, jj”T, -da*]} + .... 
Comparing coefficients of p and p’ we obtain 
THEOREM 10. 
+ 2[ -dA*, H,k,)l . (39) 
The first equation of (39) is H, = D, and is the usual form of Stokes’ 
formula for connection l-forms A. The second equation, Hz = Dz, is a new 
equation. Of course, the usual Stokes’ formula may be proved much more 
efficiently by the usual methods. The result is obtained in order to show 
that Theorem 8 does indeed contain the usual form of Stokes’ theorem. 
We now investigate to what extent the second equation of (39) is inde- 
pendent of the first. We shall show that it is in general independent of the 
first equation. Consider a small square AS in R” = M” and consider a 
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non-zero but constant connection l-form (i.e., one whose coefficients are 
constant matrices in L) such that A A A #O. Then the first equation 
becomes 0=0 since dA ~0. On the other hand, the second equation 
becomes 
Since A A A # 0 there exists a position for AS such that 
A* A A*z(A* A A!)(AS)#O 
and thus the second equation is not of the form 0 = 0. This means that the 
second equation is independent of the first equation in general. 
In certain special cases there is a very close connection between the usual 
form of Stokes’ theorem and the second equation. We shall now consider 
an example for which this is valid. Consider a surface S in M” and a con- 
nection form A. By restricting A to S it is possible to assume that S = M”. 
As we assume that S is the immersion of a square, we may assume that 
S= I2 c R2, by considering the pull-back of A to I’. Let (u, r) E I2 be the 
coordinates of a point in I’. We may then write 
A=A,(u,u)du+A,(u,u)du, 
where Ai EL, i = 1,2. The second equation of (39) may be written in coor- 
dinates as 
(A:du+A;du) 1 L du+ A:,j (A:du+A;du) du 0, 1 
= Jj 1 s (A:, - AZ,), jjs, (A;,, - A:,) du A du] 
+ 2CA:, A;] + 2[ -dA*, H,(g,)] da A du, (40) 
where A,,, = aA,/au and A,,, = aA,jau. 
THEOREM 11. If S = I2 and if the connection l-form is closed (i.e., 
dA = 0), then the second equation of (47) may be written in the form 
s, B* = jj.sdB* 
for another l-form B (and in this case, the first equation of (47) becomes 
O=O), where B= [A, R] = [A,, R] du+ [A,, R] du, and where dR=A. 
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Proof: Let (u, u) be the coordinates of I2 c R’ again and write 
A=A,(u,v)du+A,(u,u)dv. 
The functions A, and AZ take their values in the Lie algebra L. As A has 
been assumed closed, dA = 0, and so dA,/?v = dAJSu. Since S = I’, there 
exists a smooth L-valued function R = R(u, c) on S such that A = dR. As 
in the scalar case, the condition A, du + A, dz: = dR is equivalent to the 
system of equations A, = R, and A, = R,., and R,,. = R,., implies 
A ,.c = AZ.,> i.e., dA = 0. As in the scalar case, the L-valued function R is 
defined uniquely except for all additive constant elements from the 
algebra L. Consequently we can assume that the value of the function R in 
at the point (0,O) E 0 = dS is equal to zero. If t is the parameter along cr, 
then we can consider the restriction r(t) = R(a(t)) of the function R(s, y) 
from the surface S to the boundary G, and r(4cr) = 0. 
Because the form A is closed, Eq. (40) may be written as 
I[A:,~~,dR*]d~+[At,j,dR*]d~~=2~~.~[A:,A:ldundv. (41 
Consider the new 1 -form B=[A,du+A,dv,R]=[A,,R]du+ 
[A,, R] dv. This form is well-defined on S = I’. 
Equation (41) implies that 
-I CA:, R*l du+ CA:, R*l dv=2J/, [A:, A?] du A du, (42) 
because j,,, dR* = R(o(4a))- R(a(t))= -R(o(r)) since R(a(4cr))=O. 
Equation (42) has the form 
[A,, A,] du A dv. (43) 
We now show that 
dB= -2[A,, A21 du A dv. (44) 
We have 
dB= [A,,,, R] dv A du+ [A,, R,.] dv A du 
+ CAxu> R] du A dv + [AI, R,] du A dv 
= CA,.,, R] du A du+ [A,, AJ dv A du+ [A2.,, R] du A dv 
+ [A,, A,] du A dv (because A,.,.= A2.ur R,= A,, R,.= AZ) 
= -2[A,, A,] du A dv. 
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Thus fc B* = ljs dB* and the theorem is proved. 
Remark. In the case that dA # 0, the second equation does not in 
general have the form 
jB*=J+dB*, 
B* = [A*, S,,A*], as this expression is only defined along the boundary. It 
is therefore natural to suppose that the system of equations H, = D,, n b 1, 
is independent. 
8. GENERALIZATIONS OF THE GAUSS-BONNET THEOREM 
Suppose that S is a compact orientable surface without a boundary, a 
closed surface. The well-known Gauss-Bonnet Theorem says that 
/.I KdS=4rr(l -g), s 
where g is the genus of the surface (i.e., the number of handles), and K the 
Gauss curvature of the surface. In the case of the sphere, for example, g = 0 
and jj K dS = 47~. We now consider natural generalizations of this result. 
The sphere can be represented as 1’ with the four sides identified in the 
following way. Consider an orientation of I2 and the induced orientation 
along the boundary. Starting with the bottom side, label the sides 
a,b, b;‘a;’ to indicate that the bottom side is oriented with the induced 
orientation, the right hand side also, and the top with opposite orientation, 
as well as the left side. The sides with the same letters are glued together 
respecting the orientation. The torus can similarly be represented but with 
the labelling alb,a;‘b;‘. It is well k nown that except for the sphere, i.e., 
when g = 0, every compact and orientable surface can be represented by the 
square Z* with a certain identification of the boundary. The boundary is 
divided into 4g consecutive intervals (possibly containing a corner) and 
they are labelled a, b,a;‘b;’ . .-a,b,a;‘b;’ starting with a certain inter- 
val. The letters with a superscript of (- 1) indicate that the corresponding 
interval is taken with orientation opposite to the induced orientation. The 
letters without a superscript indicate that the corresponding interval is 
taken with the induced orientation. Finally the boundary is glued so as to 
glue the same letters with the same index together, respecting the orienta- 
tion. The word 
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FIGURE 16 
uniquely defines the identification. We see that W is the product of com- 
mutators a,b,a;‘b;‘. It is easy to see that all vertices in Fig. 16 identify 
to one vertex P(0, 0) on S. This implies that each separate side on the 
boundary of I2 is identified with a loop on S. We therefore obtain g loops 
of kind ai on S and g loops of kind b, on S (see Fig. 17). For the case 
g= 0 (i.e., for the sphere S’) we consider the square I* with the 
identification represented in Fig. 18. In this case W= ahb ~ ‘a - ‘. After 
identifying the sides of I’ (with respect to the word W), we obtain the 
sphere S2. We may also simply contract the boundary to a point; see 
Fig. 18 also. 
Consider a surface S embedded in the manifold M” with an L-valued 
connection A. Applying the non-Abelian extension of Stokes’ formula we 
obtain 
and N( -A, S) = H(F, S). 
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g=3 
FIGURE 17 
FIGURE 18 
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FIGURE 19 
We can calculate the element P(a) E L, 0 = a, 6, b; ‘a; ’ or 0 = “point” for 
g=O and a=u,b,a;‘b,‘... agbga; lb;’ for g > 0 (Fig. 19). Conse- 
quently, 
(a) if g = 0, then P(a) = P(a,) P(b,) P-‘(b,) P-‘(a,) = Z, or 
P( 0 = point) = Z; or 
(b) ifg>O, then 
P(o)= P(u,) P(b,) P-‘(a,) P-‘(b,)...P(u,) P(b,) P-&J P-‘(b,). (45) 
Thus, P(o)=Z for g=O and P(~)=e~Ale~B’eAleB1...e~Age~BgeAaeBa for 
g > 0. 
Let us suppose again (as usual in this paper) that the surface is regular 
with respect to the connection and curvature forms (see Definition 10). 
Recall that it is nevertheless possible, under this assumption, for the norms 
of H( -A, a) and H(F, S) to be large. 
THEOREM 12 (Non-abelian extension of the classical Gauss-Bonnet 
theorem). Let S be a compact closed 2-dimensional orientable surface in 
Mm with connection A and curvature F. Then 
(a) ifs is the sphere (g=O), then 
eH(F.sI = 1; i.e., exp(/j/+ -..)=I, (46) 
and therefore H(F, S) (i.e., the L integral of the twisted curvature form 
over S) belongs to the distinguished set D = (exp -‘(I)) c L. 
607:88i2-I2 
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(b) Ifg>O then 
if I H( - A, a)\ <E, and JH(F, S)l < E, where E is the injectiue radius of L; then 
it follows from (47) that 
H(F, S) = i [A;, Bi] + commutators of degree > 3. 
i=l 
(48) 
Further, the integral L jss F* = H(p, S) does not change if the surface is 
deformed with a fixed boundary. 
Proof of Theorem 12. For g= 0, the sphere (46) follows from the 
calculations made earlier and Theorem 8. For g> 0 we see that 
W 1, ..,, - Bg) is equal to B,(A,, . . . . -Bg). From the discrete recurrence 
formulas of [l] it follows that cy= -AI-B,+A,+B,+ . . . -A,- 
B, + A, + B, ~0. It also follows easily from these formulas that cy = 
CA,, B,l+ ... + [A,, Bg]. The proof is finished. 
It is interesting that in the case g > 0 the expansion H(F, S) = 
B,(A 1, . . . . -Bg) begins with a term of degree 2. We see that in the case of 
a closed surface S the non-commutative L integral of F along the surface 
S is calculated in “discrete terms” of 2g elements A,, B, , . . . . A,, B, from the 
algebra. 
The formulas (46), (47), and (48) can be considered to be the non-Abelian 
extension of the Gauss-Bonnet formula. Before demonstrating this fact we 
must discuss the structure of the distinguished set D = {exp- l(l)} c L, 
where exp: L + G and I is the unit in G. The set D = exp-‘(I) is closed in 
L and can consist, in the general case, of an infinite number of closed non- 
intersecting components. In the case of many classes of Lie groups the set 
exp- ‘(I) can be completely described. We consider here only two of the 
most important examples: (a) G is a connected compact commutative Lie 
group, and (b) G is a connected compact Lie group with compact universal 
covering (the universal covering is a simply-connected group). In the case 
(b) G is automatically non-commutative, because a simply-connected com- 
mutative connected Lie group is R”, i.e., not compact. 
In the case (a) the group G is isomorphic to the matrix group 
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for some n, where $,, . . . . @* are arbitrary real numbers. Consequently, the 
group G is homeomorphic to the direct product of n copies of the circle S’; 
i.e., G is the n-dimensional torus T” = S ’ x . . . x S ’ (n times). The corre- 
sponding Lie algebra L is isomorphic to the linear space of all matrices of 
the form 
idi 0 
x= 
i i 
‘.. . 
0 id,, 
The exponential map acts as follows: exp diag( i4,, . . . . id,,) = 
diag(@, . . . . eimn). 
Consequently, all elements X in the set exp-‘(I) have the form 
diag(Znim, , him,, . . . . him,, 1, (49) 
n=l 
n=2 
FIGURE 20 
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where m,, m2, . . . . m, are arbitrary integers. This set is isomorphic to the 
additive group Z” = Z @ ... @Z (n times), which forms a lattice in the 
additive group ( =linear space) R” = L. This lattice consists of all points 
with coordinates (2nm,, . . . . 2nm,) in R”. Two examples for n = 1 and n = 2 
are given in Fig. 20. 
Next, consider the standard invariant Riemannian metric on the com- 
mutative Lie group T”. This metric is locally Euclidean and consequently 
the correspondig Lie algebra L has an invariant norm which is the usual 
Euclidean norm. The injective radius E = R for the commutative group T” 
is clearly equal to rr, because e + ni = -1. The ball of radius R = n is shown 
in Fig. 21. For each two points X# Y in this ball we have that eX# ey. 
In case (a) it is well-known (for details, see e.g. [3, 51) that each 
compact group G with a compact universal covering contains the maximal 
commutative subgroup T”, where n is called the rank of the group G, 
and T” is called its Cartan subgroup. Each element g E G is conjugate to 
some element t of the subgroup; i.e., for each g there exists some element 
a E G such that a- ‘ga = r E T” and consequently, g = aza ~ ‘. 
The set of all elements aza ~ ‘, where r is fixed but a runs over the total 
group G is called the orbit of the element r and can be denoted by 
O(T) c G. 
This means that we can choose in the Lie algebra L (where G = exp L) 
the maximal commutative subalgebra c” (the so-called Cartan subalgebra), 
which is isomorphic to R” and T” = exp C”. For each element XE C” we 
consider its orbit O(X) = aXa - ‘, where a runs over the whole group G 
(recall that we are considering the matrix group case). 
The union of all orbits O(X) (for all XE Cn) gives us the whole Lie 
algebra L. In other words, each element in L is conjugate to some element 
in the Cartan subalgebra. The topological structure of each orbit O(X) is 
2-spheres 
FIGURE 21 
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well-known, namely O(X) = G/Z(X) is a homogeneous manifold, where 
Z(X) is a subgroup in G such that Z(X) = [Q E G: aX = Xa >. See details in 
[ISI. 
Consider in the Cartan subalgebra c” the lattice exp&‘(Z), where exp,: 
C” + T”. Then the set exp;‘(l) ( w  h ere exp,: L -+ G) of all pre-images of 
the unit I in the Lie algebra L is the disjoint union of the orbits O(1), where 
1 runs over all elements of the lattice expC”‘(Z) in c”. 
Consider for example G = SO(3). Then L = SO( 3) is the 3-dimensional 
space of all skew-symmetric matrices and can be identified with the usual 
R3 with standard Euclidean metric (which is adjoint-invariant). The Cartan 
subalgebra is one-dimensional (see Fig. 21). The lattice exp;,‘(Z) was 
described above (see Fig. 20). Each point X in this lattice generates in the 
Lie algebra SO(3) an orbit P(X), which is isometric to the usual standard 
sphere of radius 1x1. Consequently, in the case of G = SO(3), the set 
exp -‘(I) is the union of Euclidean spheres of radii 0, ~TC, 41r, 67c, . . . in 
SO(3) = R3 (the sphere of radius 0 is a point). The set exp-‘(I) in the Lie 
algebra su(2) has the same structure, because the Lie algebra su(2) is 
isomorphic to the Lie algebra SO(~). 
Now we can return to the non-Abelian generalization of the Gauss- 
Bonnet formulae (46) ( = the case of the sphere) and (47), (48) ( = the case 
of the 2-surfaces of genus g 3 1). 
Consider the case of the sphere S= S’. According to Theorem 12, 
exp(JJ, F+ . . .) = I. Consequently, the element Jjs F+ . belongs to the 
set exp-‘(I), which is the discrete union of the special orbits c in L. 
Assume that L is a commutative Lie algebra. In this case we know (see 
above) that the set exp-‘(I) is the lattice Z” in L Y= R”. Moreover, the size 
of the unit cube in this lattice is equal to 271. In the commutative case the 
element jls F+ (commutators of degree 32) is reduced to the element 
jJs z 
COROLLARY 3. Let S = S’ be the sphere (i.e. a closed 2-surface with 
boundary o = a single point, see Fig. 18) in some M” with connection A and 
curvature F with values in a commutative Lie algebra L z R”. Then 
JJ i”= (some element of the lattice Z” in R”, 5.2 
where the side of the lattice is equal to 2n). 
Zf M” = S2 and the connection A is induced by a Riemannian metric on S 2, 
then L = R’ is a one-dimensional Lie algebra, F is the usual Gaussian 
curvature, p= F, and sssl F= 4n (usual Gauss-Bonnet formula). 
Here 477 = 2.2n is the second nontrivial element of the lattice 27-t. n = 
(..., 0, 271, 471, . ..) in R’. 
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Corollary 3 gives us another interpretation of the number 4rt in the 
classical Gauss-Bonnet formula: the number 47r= 2.271 is the second 
element in the lattice 2n. Z on the real line R’ = the Cartan subalgebra. 
Proof: The first statement clearly follows from Theorem 12 and the 
description of the set exp-‘(I), which was given above. Consider the 
second statement. If M= S2, then curvature F is reduced to the usual 
Gaussian curvature. From the usual variational theory (see, for example, 
[3]) it follows that the integral jjsz F does not depend on the choice of 
Riemannian metric and it is therefore possible to assume that the metric is 
the invariant metric. This metric is induced by the standard embedding of 
S2 in R3. Because the connection A is induced (by assumption) by the 
metric, the vector bundle rr: E + M is the tangent bundle T,S2 + S2, the 
Lie group G is S0(2), and L is the commutative Lie algebra R’. Consider 
the family S, of surfaces, parameterized by the parameter t, where S, is a 
spherical sector of radius r (which is measured along the meridian from the 
north pole N, see Fig. 22). It is clear that 0 6 7 < rt and S, = ,, is the point 
N, the surface Srzni2 is the hemisphere, and S, = x is the entire sphere S 2. 
Let us consider the element g(r) = exp jjs, F in the group G = SO(2) = S’. 
The element S, g(r) as a function of 7 (when 0 < 7 d 71) is shown in Fig. 23. 
When 7 = 0 g(0) = Z and ljs0 F= 0. As 7 increases, the element g(r) moves 
alqong S’ and the element jjs, F=exp-‘(g(r)) moves along R’ (Fig. 23). 
When 7 = n/2, the element g(r) equals Z, because the boundary curve crn12 
is the equator on the standard sphere S2 and consequently parallel trans- 
port along the curve CJ~,~ is the identity and jis,=n..2 F= 2~. We continue to 
FIGURE 22 
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lJ F Jl F S,=,/Z S,=, 
~~ 
\\\\\ --. “,‘X,’ \\ . :=-z--, ‘/ \ \ \ - _ _ - *-= ‘K, 
. .-----*;/ . _- - - -_ 
“9 ---- g(O) = I 
g(q) = I 
0 
s(n) = * 
FIGURE 23 
increase T and when r equals n, we obtain that g( rr) = Z, because here the 
path (T, is a single point of S (the south pole of the sphere). Consequently, 
the element g(r) equals I the second time. The corresponding element fJS, F 
moves from 2n to 47r when r changes from n/2 to 71 and thus iSS,=, F= 471. 
Corollary 3 is proved. 
COROLLARY 4. Let S= Mi be a closed compact 2-manifold of genus 
g> 1 with boundary cr=a,b,a,‘b,’ . . . ag b,a, ‘b, ’ (Fig. 17 ) in some Mm 
with connection A and curvature F with values in a commutative Lie algebra 
Lz:“. Then F= F and 
F = (some element of the lattice Z” in R”, 
where the side of the lattice is equal to 2~). 
The proof is similar to the proof of Corollary 3. 
Let us note that in the general case of an arbitrary connection form A 
only formula (47) of Theorem 12 is valid and not (48), because in the 
general case the condition that IH(A, g)I <R and IH(F, S)l <R (where R 
is the injective radius) does not hold. For example, if G = W(2) (a com- 
mutative group) then R = 7~ and exp(JJ, F) = I. But, for example, in the 
case of the connection l-form A induced by a Riemannian metric on 
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S= A4: = M”, we have that jlS F= 47c( 1-g) and consequently lsjS FI = 
471 I 1 - gl > 71, if g # 1. This means that in general we can conclude that the 
inequality eA = eE only implies A = B (mod exp ~ ‘(I)). 
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